
Summary of Ambassador Club Introductory Meeting – May 11, 2021 

Our introductory meeting of the Ambassador Club was very informative and productive! Thanks to all 
who attended. For those of you that were not able to attend, we hope you can join us next time.  

Attendees: Susan Meisenhelder, Sarah Disbrow, Lilian Taiz, Sandra Vazquez, Martha Johnson, Chris & Steve 
Homan, Tom Wilson, Carla & Craig Paton, Bob &Cindy Weiner

We opened the meeting with introductions and a discussion of our personal drivers to be in the Hotel Program 
and the Ambassadors’ Club. The Club was formed to support the Hotel Program, help to make it the best it can 
be, and to be a conduit of information for Larry, the Board of Directors and current and future participants in the 
Hotel Program.

Our primary discussion focused on things we can work on as a club. Here is a summary and the takeaways 
/action items.   For those of you that attended, feel free to add to this if I’ve missed anything important.

·         Better Communication with Larry: We agreed it is the personal responsibility of hotel 
participants to give Larry feedback on unit maintenance and cleanliness.  Larry is understaffed right now
and welcomes owners’ feedback and suggestions. We recommend everyone in the hotel program keep 
Larry informed of any issues with their units.
 
·         Survey Hotel Participants: We agreed it would be helpful to survey current hotel participants to 
get their ideas on ways to improve the hotel program. Cindy Weiner offered to draft a survey to send to 
hotel participants.
 
·         Survey Guests: The group thought it might be a good idea to suggest to Larry that we have an 
automated email that goes to guests after they check out to catch any problematic issues before they 
show up in reviews and to solicit positive reviews from guests who express enthusiasm about their trip. 
Susan M suggested that AERM might be able to offer some input on such a program since they had one 
while they were running the hotel.
 
·         Increase Participation in Hotel Program and Ambassador Club:  Ideas to increase awareness 
and participation that were discussed:

o   Increase content and visibility of Hotel Program on PP Website
o   Outreach to current and new owners by Larry
o   Outreach to realtors
o   Personal outreach by Ambassadors when we are visiting PP to meet other hotel participants 
and new owners.
 

·         Provide Information to Owners: A big part of our main goal is to provide information to owners 
about the Hotel Program.  The Ambassador club recently sent a “budget letter” to a group of owners 
explaining the financial contribution(s) the Hotel Program is making to the association under the newly 
approved PPVOA budget.  In addition, a set of FAQ’s about the Hotel Program is being prepared to 
make available to owners.
 

We agreed to hold future Ambassador Club meetings every other month initially to get started. After that we will 
meet 1X quarter.  The next meeting will be scheduled late June or early July. 

Thank you,
hotelambassadorclub@gmail.com
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